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As one of the few World Authorities on the 
Testimonies * it is not necessary for me to 
write 97 Pages to prove that Point, What we 
are doing is dealing with HONEST people. 
And the HO IE ST will recognize that what we 
say is the Truth. They will also recognize 
the Truth in the Following:

THOUGHT FOR TODAY:
LANGUAGE: Some are offended at the “LANGUAGE” 
we use. I believe there should be a Clarifi
cation of this matter. Perhaps they have 
not been Reading the Bible. Nor the Testi
monies.
DOGS: Flea-bitten, Dumb Dogs, or whatever 
Kind - that FAIL to BARK at the WOLF-PACK 
coming in - ISAIAH, JEREMIAH, EZEKIEL - 
the Books that Sr. White said to read as 
applying to our Time - are FULL of WARNINGS, 
as are the Testimmnies also - of “DUT® DOGS 
that will not BARK” - let the WOLF PACK move 
in. Who follow after to Eat the Fat, Wear 
the Wool, Drink the Blood - of the SHEEP 
that have been SLAUGHTERED* Very “KIND” to 
the WOLVES - but care nothing for the Flock. 
So says ISAIAH, JEREMIAH, EZEKIEL, This is 
’’BIBLE’’ - this is “LANGUAGE.’“ JOHN adds his 
Voice in the REVELATIONS, and declares - 
(Seeing with the Eye of Vision into the 
Future Judgment and Retribution - and hence 
unhesitatingly declaring:) “For WITHOUT are 
DOC-S, and Sorcerers, and Whoremongers, and 
Murderers, and Idolaters, and whosoever LOV-’ 
ETH and MAKETH - a LIE.’” Rev.22:15.
SR .WHITE: Various TESTIMONY references refer 
to Adventist Leaders at various Times and 
Places as being EVERY OLE of .those. Terms!

. THOUGHT FOR TODAY:
• LANGUAGE: How is it when we say your Leaders, 

who lead you Astray, who will not Bark *- 
no., -not even at the MAXWELL BOOK.’ (FREE: 
“FAITH FOR TODAY” - Box 100, Thousand Oaks, 
Calif. 91360,) How is it when we say - that 
one who WILL NOT’ SAY OLE WORD against, that

. “OMEGA” of all ’’APOSTASY” - we hope, when 
he goes Home - his Mother will run under 
the Porch and Bark at him! Hot/ is it some 
are so highly Offerded at this? Throw the 
Papers into the Trash-Can.and say with abso
lute CERTAINTY: “No Christian would ever 
Talk like that I” ■; U.J. •• ' ''

. AND THEN DO YOU KNOW WHAT?-;

WHAT STRAIGHT QUESTION SHOULD BE' ASKED 
ADVENTIST CONNED INTO’ THIS TRAP? BY A 
LIFETILE OF ACCUMULATED OPINIONS?
Somebody should gsk him Point-Blank:
(a) Would you rather be called a WHELP, 
a SON of a WOLF - as your R&H Leaders 
call us....... OR...,.♦,..
(b) Would you rather be called a SON of 
a DOG - ??? (The “LANGUAGE” of the BIBLE 
and the TESTBOKEESJ T5S2II.)

Now you THINKabout that for a long,
■ long Time. AND--THEN WHAT - ? '
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YOU KNOW WHAT THEY WILL THEN-DO?
They will go .to Church - Listen to that 
Preacher wind up as he calls us: “WOLVES 
IN SHEEP’S CLOTHING;.”1 "PURPLE-HEADS.”’ 
Along with a few other Things. He sits 
there, he does not Bat an.Eye, almost 
for Certain will Feel real Good and Clean, 
may even say: “AMEN.”’ And for Sure will 
Shake the Minister’s hand at the Door, 
telling him how he “Loved that Sermon,’” 
Then go Home - relax in his Easy-Chair 
as he picks up the “GOOD OLD REVIEW.’” 
And there he Reads about: “ACCUSERS OF 
THE BRETHREN”’ (What the Lord calls DUMB 
“DOGS” that will not BARK’ Or the WHORE 
of T8:25O. Or the MEDICAL. “WDERERS” 
who seek to the .“GOD OF EKRON” MM 139, 
222,229. Or the MAXWELL BOOK being the 
“OMEGA” of SORCERY of all Time.’ SM 1:193- 
225. GC 554-562. Yet has the DIABOLISM 
to call these: “BRETHREN.”’ “BRETHREN of 
CHRIST.’” Lind all who OPPOSE them are 
actuated by SATAN and are “SONS OF SATAN!” 
Actually calling them: “BASTARDS!”)

THEN YOU KNOW WHAT? .
Then he will read on in the “GOOD OLD 
REFUSE” - not only about “WOLVES” but 
■also about “WHELPS.”1 Now all this “NAME- 

This is the “LANGUAGE” of Bible &-Testimonies.’ CALLING J” - never disturbed him a BIT J 
No, Siree! He loses no SLEEP over it 
WHATSOEVER.’ It .is Time that somebody 
called this FOUL-MOUTHED ADVENTIST to 
task] He will not WRITE to the R&H or 
the General Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventists with Head-Quarters in Washing
ton, D.C. NO.’He will NOT do THAT’ But 
he will WRITE .to us -.telling us he can
not STnND the “LANGUAGE’” .



J

."TO THE LAW & to the Testimony.’1

n
ing, but INW/iRDLY the

WHO IS .A WOLF? . ..
"Christ warns his followers, "Beware of 
FALSE PROPHETS,which; come to you in Sheep’s 
clothing,, but. II'WABDLY are RAVEltt-NG WOLVES."

YOU - to JOIN the LAW-BREAKING SUIDAY-KEEP- 
ING BILLY GRAHAM W.CC-NDC WOLF-PACK in KEY .r 
’73^ - ????????????•???????????????????????? 

■■ F '< ■ • . - ■

. QUESTION; Again I ask you the .’Point-Blank 
Question - WHICH would you rather be? WHICH 
is the FOULEST ’^ACCUSATION?" How come you 
let the one Pass - even SMILE at it *- and 
get RED in the EYES when you hear the BIBLE 
and the TESTIMONY "LANGUAGE" calling them 
"DUMB DOGS that will not BARK.’"T5 :2II. ... .

ONE THING MORE.: : , •
Before we-are done with this Question - 

• some one should Inform youso you will 
be one of the WISE - and not a FOOL - that 
the DEFINITION in the Writings of ELLEN G. 
WHITE list those who ATTACK the LAW or the 
"CURSE OF THE LAW I" as you hear BRINSMEiJ), 

. HEPPENSTALL, ■ MARTER, and 100 others doing,.
that this is the True Definition of a:’

■ "WOLF’" So how is it .that the CLEVELANDS 
and the FROOMS are leading YOU and YOU and

(Did you read that in the AWAKENING re
leases? You know now who the WOLF is?) 
Shall we believe them, these men who 
CLAIM to be Sanctified, while they re
fuse to OBEY God?(Declaring it IMPOSSIBLE) 
...We need to know’ for ourselves what 
"VOICE" we areheeding..." Ev.597-8.

NEWS NOTE* SDA AUTUMN COUNCIL VOTES TO 
£TOP UNAUTHORIZED PUBLICATIONS - 1972: 
"...for as WOLVES hunting their prey 
did the ENEMIES of Truth pursue those

which come to you in Sheep<’s cloth-
"/ ‘ - ,v are RAVENING

(Foaming at the Mouth) WOLVES." He ex
horts us not to be deceived when false 
Shepherds present their Doctrines. These

■ men tell us that the COMMANDMENTS of God 
• : were-done-away at the death of Christ.

2-(276) I think you will Conclude that you 
would sooner be a "S0N-0F-A-D0G.’" rather 
than a "SGN-OF-A-WOLF.”’
(a) A "SON-OF-A-DOG" - could learn to BARK, 
and WATCH the SHEEP and keep the WOLVES AT 
BAY’ The Master could do with a good ’.‘SON- 
OF-A-DOG J" As Long as he is not "DUMB" and 

. "WILL-KOT-BARK .’’’ then he is good for Nothing 
‘but to be Shot! Which the Master will!
(B) A "SON-OF-A-WOLF" - could never leann 
to Bara - for no WOLF can BARK’ In fact - 
no good can come of a WOLF or a "SON-OF-A- 
WOLF" - at any Time I They may LOOK much the . .

,f same - but the Master Shepherd will SHOOT .
■ the "SON-OF-A-WQLF!" - while he will NOT 

. SHOOT a "SON-OfKA-DOG’" until he PROVES 
himself! If he goes oyer to the WOLVES - 
he is Shot! He is a JIJDAS - a BALAAM.

.. INSULT; Which is the-greater INSULT - the 
greater "NALE-C ALLING?" The "SQN-OF-A-DOG" 
that the BIBLE and the TESTIMONIES call the

• "DUMB DOG LEADERSHIP"‘ - could raise, a Son ' - 
that would BARK.’ But the FOUL-NAME they call BUSH" planted ' ‘ 
us - the "SON-OF-A-WOLE" - in your R&H in ever! Is he BRAGGING or COMPLAINING?) 
the last 20 years at least 100 TEES! And 
defintely MORE,than that.’ That "SON-OB’-A- 
WOLF" (or WOLF - the SAME thing.’) will NEVER 
learn to BARK! His case is HOIELESS!

("..8and *therefore in our flesh are all 
the unholy POSSIBILITIES DUGINABLE... 
Thus while the message is-not-changed, 
it certainly is greatly EXTENDED ard 
CLARIFIED and for this we are THANKFUL." 
p.17-20. March 1972. FTW.)

- who DARED.- to claim FREEDOM of religious 
FAITH," GC 67.; ;;

"Teachers of FALSEHOOD will arise...
BEWARE of them., .INWARDLY they are RAVEN- 
IND WOLVES..."Ye shall KNOW them by their 

((( MB 208. T5--77. RH Al:568,542)))****FRUITS»... _ X _

(it is interesting, at this point - to 
notice that RDB vociferously declares 
that "INWARDLY" he-is a "RAVENING WOLF!
That he comes foaming at the Mouth to 
the "Judgment" with: "THE WORST SIN OF 
THE UNIVERSE" boiling inside of him: 
"HIDDEN, DEEP-SEATED ENMITY against God" 
p,2l. ADA. (Sent out for "Mass-distribu
tion." )"A.DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS." I962> 
May, 1972 - this became the second Coming 
of Christ - to fit,in with the MAXWELL 
BOOK sponsored, aided, and abetted by 
"FAITH FOR TODAY".)
/Not to be outdone in the avowal of in
ward'WICKEDNESS - in the "CONFESSIONAL" 
of FTW for March, 1972 - he avows that 
"INWARDLY" - "...we STILL retain the 
fleshly NATURE and will do so right thru 
until thevadvent of Christ...This fleshly 
NATURE has its own character .and this 
character is SINFUL (for 17 years "SIN
LESS" and now he is "SINFUL’" The "THORN

I again! More THORNY than



from her high estate to become a perse- 
cuting power. Those who xCEEP the COMMAND
MENTS of God and have the Faith of Jesus 
are the Object of the Wrath of this pow
er. « BC 7:980.

’’The Third Angel, flying in the midst 
of heaven and heralding the CO!HTANDTENrS of 
God and the Testimony of Jesus, represents 
our Work. The Efessage loses none of it’s 
Force in the Angel’s onward Flight, for John 
sees it Increasing in Strength and Power un
til the Whole Earth is lightened with its 
Glory. The course of God’s Commandment-keep
ing People is onward, ever onward. The Mes
sage of Truth that we bear must go to Nations, now in the World 
Tongues, and Peoples. Soon it will go with 
a Loud Voice, and the Earth will be lighten
ed with its glory. Are we nrenaring for this 
great Outpouring of the Spirit of God?” T5: 

383.
’’There will be more and still more ex

ternal parade by worldly powers. Under dif
ferent symbols, God presented to John the 
wicked character and seductive influence of 
those who have been distinguished for their 

■. persecution of His people. The I8th. chapter 
of Rev. speaks of mystic Babylon, fallen

’’The World will not be converted 
by the gift of Tongues, or by the work
ing of Miracles...” TM 424-

3-(276) Page one of this BULLETIN BOARD was 
dated Feb.I, 1973. Since then I have written 
and sent out some 500 pages of “COMMUNITY 
LETTERS” to only a Few who write in.

This is April 14, 1973. $ months later.
I had run put of Stencils and did not expect 
to get any more. We planned and still plan 
on a Press. Do not fear, we are working on 
it. There are several reasons for the delay 
that we are not free to go into now. Some 
who get the “COMT-IUNITY LETTERS” get more 
information than we give out in the Reports.

TRACTS.
We do hand out other Tracts, and 

always have. We do not necessarily agree 
with these PEOPLE. We agree with the 
TRACT. Some people are strongly influ
enced by others in Church or Family to 
take Positions that they later Repent 
when they know Better, I might have sold 
Arthur Maxwell’s Bed-Time Stories or 
Uriah Smith’s D&R at one Time - I most 
certainly would not Sell them now.

If some one gave us $2,000.oo Tithe 
we would begin a Series of our own Tracts. 
But until we can do that, and because 
we may NEVER do that - we want to ask 
you to send C2.oo for the best Tracts 

. Edited, I am quite 
sure - for the most part by Nellie Brew
er o And for the most part these are 
STRAIGHT TESTIMONIES which have been 
Wisely chosen and well done up. 1 have 
been enjoying them ever since Mexican 
W sent me ’’THE CRISIS PWINENT” - EGW, 
“SPIRIT OF PROPHECY RESEARCH” P0 Box 
487, College Place, Wash, 99324. (Got 
a nice or perhaps complete Set for £2.00 
and pay no attention to the recommenda
tion of the “AWAKENING” in a few places. 
The “AWAKENING” teaches BOTH ways.)

God’s people in this crisis Hour 
should DAILY direct their prayers thru 
the Open Door through the Blood in be
half of all on that Path. “Our danger 
of falling from the Pathway INCREASED.” 
LS 191. In Faith, Ann DeMichael, 
o—o-o-o--o—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0

Dear Broe Hoehn: 2924 Penny Lane,
Youngstown, Ohio. 

Good comforting thought 44515. April 7/73. 
to treasure - “Man’s 
necessity is God’s opportunity.” HL 242. 
DA 490-3 0

Thank you for sharing Mexico WJs letter 
with me. I am with him re the COMMUNITY LET
TERS. I glean things from the LETTERS that 
1 don’t or cannot from the REPORTS - which 
are heavy - loaded, like a dictionary (no 
complaint here though), The thoughts in the 
LETTERS are easier to Retain. Like fine 
lines in the picture - Condensed - pin-point
ed - up-to-date. I appreciate all of them. 
I have them all from years back, filed in 
hard paper files and are just as important 
in the Present as when written...

“The COMMANDMENTS of God and the TESTI
MONY of Jesus are UNITED. They are to be 
CLEARLY presented to the WORLD.“T8:II7.

Speaking of Mexican W. That reminds 
me that 1 am to use the small “L” instead 
of the big “i“ - 1 will have to try say 
I6 That other 1 does look better than I. 
(1 think I should grind off the corner 
off the I so both will be 1. I see that 
many use 1 for numbers as well as for 
letters. So why not grind it off?) 
0-0—0-0—o-o—o-o—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0—0-0-0—o



“AWAKENERS” are clapping

>Durham, 
Durham, 
Durham,

NC?

CHRISTIAN CHURCH.
LUTHERAN CHURCH.

B. BIBLE CHURCHo' 
UNITED IETHODIST CHURCH.

Me. FIRST UNITED BAPTIST ....

While the 
their hands and leaping for Joy - God has • 7 
Nevzs for you:

“The Ministers of the POPULAR CHURCHES 
will not allow the TRUTH to be presented 
to the people from their Pulpits. THE ENEMY 
LEADS THEM “ T8:I97.

SOLA FIDDLE-FADDLE.
SOLA GRATIA
SOLO CHRISTO
SOLO FIDE

“MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST11 - A.S. 
MAXWELL. (FREE!) “FAITH FOR TODAY” Box 
100, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360.

The COUNTERFEIT message of that 
Book? Approved by your PastorJ “CHRIST” 
comes on Earth and “HEALS” with a “TOUCH!” 
“These.works of apparent HEALING will 
bring Seventh-day Adventists to the

ISTS. With not one Adventist writing 
ONE word against it, since the “DEAL” 
was made. The R&H has the same kind of 
“REVIVAL” in Germany. R&H. Jan.II,I973. 
p.I5. Expect them to get the “POWER” 
very soon and really go to Town. But 
first God gives the Warning against it.

LOVE.”
These Deceptions have been clearly 

Listed and Catalogued in GC 464-473. 
EW 56,261,273-282. Australian Brinsmead, 
Australian Wright, English Maxwell - 
now UNITED in March 1972 & May 1972 - 
that “CHARACTER” is “GIVEN” as a “GIFT” 
at the Coming of ChristJ

Any Adventist worth his Salt would 
turn to the INDEX - Old INDEX - New INDEX 
- any INDEX - and find in less than 5 
Minutes enough SoP References to show 
this is the very Doctrine df Devils 
that we were 'told to expect from Advent? 
ist Sources! (TM 409.) Glamoring on the 
Devil’s SPIRITUALISTIC TRAIN of EW 263. 
By those who have “DEPARTED FROM THE 
FAITH” - we will have to meet this “FACE 
TO FACE - EW 262. The things you read 
in the End of the MAXWELL BOOK you find 
Catalogued in EW 265. “ALL THE WORLD IS 
TO BE CONVERTED” - Houteff was a Piker! 
Maxwell is our Boy! But the Scene changes 
in EW 282. GC 656. Those Preachers and 
all who Listen to them - “ALL PERISH 
TOGETHER. J” T5:2II.

I am your “ENEMY” you say? No! I 
am your Friend! If I was your Enemy - 
I would Preach the same as they do, it 
is much more-POPULAR - and I would let 
you do as they do - GO-TO-HELL! For 
that is where the Devil’s Train is Head
ed as soon as they Shunt a few more SDA 
Cars into Place and the Train takes off. 
“These DUMB DOGS that would not Bark... 
ALL PERISH1TOGETHER!” “Here we see that 
THE CHURCH - the Lord's Sanctuary - was 
the FIRST to feel the STROKE of the 
WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT MEN... These 
DUMB DOGS... all perish together.”T5:2H.

The Adventist thinks the 
true Movement is here. But 
the Testimonies say the true 
“MOVEMENT shall COLE.”

“...and BEFORE the TIKE for such a MOVEMENT 
SHALL COKE, (Satan) will endeavor to PREVENT 
it, by introducing a COUNTERFEIT.” This is 
found in SOLA “GREAT CONTROVERSY” on FIDE 
page 464.

Then we move on to GRATIA page 471 of 
the same Book still speaking of the same 
Devil and the same Counterfeit and the 
Teaching of “SOLA FIDE” - SOLELY BY FAITH, 
or as expressed in GC 471 - by “FAITH ALONE!” 
The Brinsmead Doctrine. The Doctrine these 
other Churches will accept. The Doctrine 
they have been Teaching since before 1844. 
The only thing “NEV/” about this COUNTERFEIT 
is that it is coming from SEVENTH-DAY ADVENT -

4-(276)The “AV/AKE NI NG” has far surpa ssed 
HOUTEFF in teaching BOTH ways, ALL ways, 
and NO ways. These are sharp Debaters that 
take 01® side - play it out to its Limit, 
then come along and take the OTHER side and 
FORGET entirely that they said the VERY OP
POSITE in the Paper before, and they hope   
you will FORGET,. too. We do not Forget. Nor Reject the Warning, and then He lets
Tor give the mixing up of men’s Minds & Souls, them go into “The Deceptions that they

•• PROOF - 
Of 20 Proofs that the “AWAKENING” is. 

from the Devil - here is one: 
‘BRINSMEAD’S SCHEDULE.

Amarillo, Texas. CHRISTIAN CHURCH. . 
Denver, Co. C0?2-UNITY CHURCH. 

Louisville, Ky. LUTHERAN CHURCH. 
Sublette, Ks. 
Fort Worth, Tx. 
Greenville, Tx. 
Bogata, Tx, 
Lee, 
Collinsville, Ct, CONGREGATIONAL. 
Warren, Oh. McKINLEY COMMUNITY CH.

Mar 26-8 Cambridge
Apr I ■ Durham 
Apr I 
Apr 2 
Apr 3

Mar 4
Mar 6,8,9
Mar 11
Mar 13
Mar 17
Mar 17
r-Iar 18
Mar 21
Mar 24
Mar 25

Oh. LUTHERAN CHURCH. 
CRES.BAPTIST CHURCH. 
GOR. BAPTIST CHURCH. 

NC. G.RD, BAPTIST CHURCH. 
NC. G.RD. BAPTIST CHURCH.



Dear Bro. Hoehn:
“But the GENER/iL SLAUGHTER of ALL those 
who do not thus SEE (shall be slain ’Ut
terly1).. .but come not near any man up
on whom is the MARK; and BEGIN at My 
sanctuary.” T3:267.

Reprints available: 
SPAULDINU-MAGAN 
SERIES A

07.50 
3..5O 

10.CO) 
5.00

1$ James Street, 
Swan View, 
West Australia.
6056. (Feb.1973.)

THE WOLF-PACK.
A Watch-Dog is known for his Stamina, 
Courage, and Ability to stand on Guard, 
alone. He will stand and Fight to the 
Death against impossible odds, to save 
the Sheep. He believes in no Whispering 

ALL PERISH TOGETHER!“T5:2II. Campaign but “Cries aloud and spares 
not.” The requirement of the SEALING 
ANGEL before he places the MARK of God’s 
approval on him.

MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE.
“Mark this point with care: Those who 
receive the pure MARK of Truth, wrought 
in them by the Power of the Holy Ghost, 
represented by a MARA by the man in lin
en, are those that ’SIGH and that CRY 
for ALL the Abominations that be done 1 
IN THE CHURCH....

BUT AS FOR THE DIP® DOGS.
“But the GENERAL SLAUGHTER(remember 
these words, we will come back to this 
before this Paper is through)...

5-(276) TEST.”* SM 2:53.
IT IS STATED IN THE WORD.

“It is stated in the Word that the En
emy will work through his agents who-have- 
dei artod-from-the-Faith and THEY will seem- 
ingly work MIRACLES, even to the bringing 
down of FIRE out of heaven in the sight of 
men.” SM 2«’54* “God’s chosen people will 
stand UNMOVED.“ next Page.

While “FLYING SAUCER” apparitions will 
go through the World with the Speed of Light
ning. MAXWELL’S “CHRIST” will perform his 
work well. ADVENTIST LEADERS will lay out 
the Red Carpet at Sligo. GC 624. SM 2:383.

FROOM-HOUTEFF-HOPE TAYLOR-BRINSfrlEAD- 
ANDERSON-WATTS-PIERSON-FIGUHR-ROGERS-FRIEW- 
YAHVISTS-HIEBERT-PESTES-R/DER- all who deny 
the 144,000 truths, will be taken in the 
Snare. “THIS is the ’great Power of God.’” 
GC 625* As the JEWS that Crucified their 
Saviour - so these to whom came the Most 
Holy Place truths in 1844 and which they 
now deny - “CRUCIFYING” Christ afresh - EW 
261. It is a Mercy that God can Forgive them 
at all - but only except they REPENT of hav
ing stepped off the Platform. EW 258. To 
suit some Leader, some “FRIEND” that is 
their greatest and real “ENEMY.” EW 43. 
For which it is Time they had some real 
SHAME] If they are not beyond SHAME! And 
their Conscience seared as with a Hot Iron, 

Embezzlement, Thievery, Knavery and 
criminal Carelessness on the part of those 
who allowed this situation to Develop as 
they stood by in SILENCE! “DUMB DOGS THAT 
WOULD NOT BARK...

“For without are DOGS...and whosoever 
LOVETH and MAKETH a LIE.” Rev.22:15. Tithe 
is Holy - “Give not that which, is HOLY - 
to the DOGS.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

I received your litera
ture quite safely... I 
am happy to be back in 
West Australia... Thank you so much for the 
literature. Some of it really makes me shud-

er at the terrible apostasy everywhere... 
I have read the Report 262. “FAITH and 
NATURE”. It is almost unbelievable to 
know that the leaders & people too are 
joined up with these EVANGELICALS.p,17-8o

When I used to read, OR TRY TO READ 
FT/ papers, I used to think that it would 
be impossible for him to write more, as 
he had exhausted himself out on his last 
one, & I used to wonder about.....how 
they felt about such a thing. I wrote 
quite a bit to them showing them the 
true position from the SoP, but it seem
ed to be hopeless. I am going to try 
once more...

You are quite right when you say, 
“Our many Years of Studying has now paid 
off, we are ready to meet these Heretics 
with the Sword of Truth.” God has filled 
us with His Truth & now we can wield it 
in the right direction. We must not ever 
forget though that we are sinners still 
in need of a Saviour, which will help 
us to walk humbly before God. We need 
the Grace of God every moment to help 
us to keep up that enmity against sin. 
GC 506. ELIZABETH HORT.
O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O-O—O—O—0-0

(Both for
GOSPEL WORKERS, 1893
(The one you have is not even a distant 
relative.; R.M.Babcock, Salem, Ar. 72576,
0—0—O—O—0—0—0—0—O-O—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O



’'Let them be ASHAMED and confounded together 
that seek after my .soul to DESTROY it; let 
them be driven BACKWARD and put to SHAME 
that wish me EVIL.” Ps.40:I4.

IN THE MIDNIGHT HOUR the WISE obey the Cry: 
”G0 YE OUT to meet HimJ” and they “JOIN” 
another MOVEMENT! Look for “JOIN” - COL 406.

...”

6-(276) "Here we see that THE CHURCH - the 
Lord's sanctuary - was the FIRST to feel 
the stroke of the WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT 
MEN... they say: 'The Lord... IS TOO MERCI
FUL to visit His people in JUDGMENT. (How 
many Sermons have you heard of the "Blessed 
assurance - Jesus is mine!"” "Soon, soon, 
we will be going Home! Stay with the Ship!") 
Thus 'Peace and Safety' is the cry from... 
THESE DUPE DOGS that would not BARK... ILL 
PERISH TOGETHER'” T5:2II.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0-o-o-o-o-o

"BLESSED is that man that make th the Lord 
his trust, and RESPECTETH IDT the proud, 
nor such as turn aside to LIES.” Ps.40:4. 
RH A6:34U

(You think I will Beg your Pardon for be
lieving my GOD, the TESTIMONIES by His Spir
it - to call that ”DUP® DOG” Preacher what 
he is? Who gathers a Mob around him with 
his pious Platitudes and sets them in Carnal 
Security unrelated to Facts - and I am to 
"RESPECT" him the way YOU respect him? Why 
not look up your INDEX some day as you stay 
Home from Church to learn some Truth for a 
Change - and look up “MINISTERS” - ???)

“He that walketh with WISE men shall be 
WISE: but a Companion of FOOLS shall be 
DESTROYED... DESTROYED for want of JUDG- 
MENT.’’ Pro.13 .*20-23. ”... it is ABOMINATION 
to FOOLS to depart from EVIL.” verse 19,

Rev. 18.
“God calls for SEPARATION from the World.
Will you OBEY? Will you COP.® OUT FROM
AMONG THEM, and remain SEPARATE and DIS- 

___ . .. . TINCT from them? “For what FELLOWSHIP
"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!” SoP Research TRACT.) hath RIGHTEOUSNESS with UNRIGHTEOUSNESS? 

and what communion hath LIGHT with DULL
NESS?” You cannot MINGLE with Worldlings, 
and partake of their spirit, and follow.
their example, and be at the same time

WHO IS A FOOL?
"The state of THE CHURCH represented by the 
FOOLISH VIRGINS^ is also spoken of as the 
LAODICEAN state." R&H-. Aug. 19,1890. (p.4 of

THE LAST CHURCH.
This ’’SHAKING” or “SEPARATION” which the 
ORIGINAL GC showed must come BEFORE the 
LOUD CRY (SoP 4:241-272. Between 2nd. & 
3rd. Angel's Messages - which the 1883 
URIAH SMITH’s did not like!! They wanted 
the “LAST” Church to go through but she 
said the “LAST" or “SEVENTH-DAY ADVENT
IST” Church - “shalt be brought down to 
HELL.'” R&H. Aug.I,1893. A3:69. DA 489.)

JOINERS.
The FOOLISH VIRGINS also “JOIN” something. 
ONE SENTENCE tells all. It gives the TH®, 
it says WHY, and HOW.

* ONE SENTENCE.
“As the Storm approaches, a large Class 
who have professed FAITH in the Third 
Angel’s Message, but have not been SANC
TIFIED by OBEDIENCE (did not RDB tell them 
that neither SANCTIFICATION nor OBEDIENCE 
are either POSSIBLE or NECESSARY? And 
does he not now LEAD them to JOIN the 
other Churches? He had an APRIL FOOL 
Special - what has he prepared for EASTER 
SUNDAY - the MARK OF THE BEAST? Notice - • 
what they will do as “THE STORM APPROACH
ES.")

THE LOST CHURCH.
As anyone ought to know' - the “LAST” 
Church is the “FOOLISH VIRGIN” Churcfc, 
that is LAST, too late, LOST, and has 
no Hope whatsoever0 The “WISE VIRGINS” 
join the Throng formed OUTSIDE of the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church, they are 
WISE enough to go IN to the Most Holy 
Place while the false, self-styled: 
“AWAKENING” is “WAITING ABOUT” (EW 78.) 
“WAITING” for more EVIDENCE, cannot be 
JUSTIFIED by FAITH. And come dangling 
along - TOO LATE.’

JOIN.
"... but have not been SANCTIFIED by 
OBEDIENCE to the Truth, ABANDON their 
position, and JOIN the ranks of the 
OPPOSITION.” GC 608. SoP 4:426.

"The WISE shall inherit GLORY: but SHAME 
shall be the promotion of FOOLS.” Pro.3:35.

"The Lord knoweth the days of the UPRIGHT... 
They shall not be ASHAMED in the evil Time: 
and in the days of FAMINE they shall be sat
isfied. But the WICKED shall PERISH 
Ps»37:I8-20.



T2:44>4*

RDB - Due to the 11 SOL A BUNKUM” that we

slew them both.”

with the 
the Laodi-

As a good

RDB - so much “IN COWON” in fact - that 
he hears nothing but PRAISE-PRAISE-PRAISE 
from the common Churches. AWAKENING BUL
LETIN. Sept. I, 1972.

”To place emphasis on the noncontrover- 
sial truths shared IN COMMON with all 
Christianity.” RH Dec.18,1969. p.20.

for which he was honored above all Israel 
and to his House was assigned the Priest
hood forever. PP 455.

7-(276) a Child of God.”

PHINEHAS.
"PHINEHAS, the son of Eleazar the high priest
...seizing a JAVELIN... slew them both.”

RDB - also avows to be ”IN COMMON” with 
the above ‘'theologians and administrators 
of OUR OWN CHURCH.” p.4. PRESENT TRUTH. 
Oct. 23, 1971.

RDB - Coming to BAPTISTS, METHODI STS, 
LUTHERANS, with what the “AWAKENING" 
thinks is "NEW LIGHT” but which is no
thing more nor less than the OLD DARK
NESS that constituted these Churches 
as “BABYLON” in 1844! “THE CURSE OF THE 
LAW!" p.28. PRESENT TRUTH. Oct.23,1971.

Because the lewd Women, wanting to dis
play themselves on LADY8S DAY - EASTER - 
were “...the most GUILTY and most DAN
GEROUS of the Foes of Israel.” PP 456. 
They were slain along with Balaam whose 
“REVIVAL” led them into this. This was 
Written for our Admonition as this same 
thing is to be repeated as Israel again 
“MINGLES” with the Heathen, teaching 
the SAME Doctrines that they believe.
Leaving off the distinctive Truths of 
the Third Angel’s Message - saying NOT 
A WORD about the TRUTH about HELL. Nor 
the Most Holy Place. Nor the 144,00. 
For these things would surely NOT be 
Popular so we must go by FROOM and the 
1969 AUTUMN COUNCIL -

“...this Prince in Israel flaunted” his Se
cretary right before all the Congregation. 
PP 455.

EZEKIEL.
^r. White said to read EZEKIEL, ISAIAH, JER
EMIAH - as applying to our Time and the Last 
Days. Beginning with EZEKIEL chapter I -we 
behold the Throne of God.
chapter 2 - the rebellious SDA (denomi-) 
NATION. Briers, Thorns, and Scorpions. They 
would Kill you with a Look.
chapter 3 - but go to them anyway 
STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO (not FROM’) 
ceans.’ Warn this rebellious House. 
"WATCHMAN" - then if he Revolts and Dies, 
his Blood is on his own Head. Not yours. 
This is the Essence of EZEKIEL 3 & 33. 
chapter 4 - They sure do prepare some “FOOD” 
with “man’s DUNG," (WHO-FLUNG-DU1G?) The 
great Stuff they cook up for Camp Meetings. 
Did you ever ANALYZE it? Anyone NOT an Ad
ventist would just about PUKE! The constant

• Round of how GREAT1 we are! And soon - soon - 
we are going through! This was the Message 
without fail from EVERY new President for 
the past ICO years! When the LAST MESSAGE 
is KOT going from Seventh-day Adventists 
AT ALL! But by those who go OUT in the Mid
night Hour when they find the DARKNESS in 
that place is “IMPENETRABLE” COL 414(423). 
Because “APOSTASY IN THE CHURCH will prepare 
the way for the IMAGE to the Beast” as they 
JOIN with and call themselves: “EVANGELICAL” 
GC 444-5.

RDB - Due to the “NO-LAW SPECIAL” in 
which we are “SAVED by His WORK, and 
not by our own.” p.2. PRESENT TRUTH. 
June, 1972.

As Old Balaam thought he was doing a great 
Work by JOINING with the MOABITES, HORONITES, 
MIDIANITES - just like BRINSMEAD leading 
Israel into the Camp of the Heathen Women. 
The Leaders were FIRST to Fall for Passion. 
PP 454. A terrible PESTILENCE followed. PP 
455. This same thing and for the same reason 
is to come in the SEALING THE! (LEFT OUT of 
EW 48 but found in ORIGINAL PT 32. RH Al:II. 
Jer.8:2. TI:268. SG 4-58. TM 420. YES! We 
need some TITHE and some TRESPASS OFFERINGS 
to REPRINT that "PRESENT TRUTH” Series! So 
that people will know the TRUTH!) 

(THE “AWAKENING" LEADERS - FTW - RDB - - ) 
"ZIMRI" preached NOTHING to stop any Secre
taries from tugging at their MINT-MINI-SKIRTS, go by Christ “ALONE!” This is the mis

take the JEWS made, they went by “GOD 
ALONE!“ And had to Die in their Ignor
ance. THIS NEW JEW of Rev .3:9 also wants 
to deny the GOD-HEAD, as does MAXWELL 
in his Book. This all-new Hippie-Christ 
opposed to the Establishment and Law -



* ■-

.Hen may PROFESS . PHECY which the BIBLE declares to be

- Solely by Christ. (RDB .) 
The new Jew. Solely by God. Solely by 
... . Solely by Buddha.

their Belly,-Fingers stained with Nicotine 
and; epidemic VD - therir Mind turned .Back
wards. with HELL-TCRT®'NT-TIIEORIES - that ALL 
they need is “FAITH ALONEJ” (As the Devil 
led COUNTERFEIT “REFORMATTON” of GC 464 
tells them: in GC 470-3 They become ”SI-N- ■ 
LESS” by “FAITH ALONE!“ .. SOLA BUNKUH1 )

QF-HOREf What utter RUBBISH! p.IO. Fagal.

FAITH ALONE?’
“The greatest Deception of the human mind 
in Christas day was that a.LIERE ASSENT to 
the truth constitutes RIGHTEOUSNESS. ..The 
same DAGGER still exists..
“FAITH”... it is a CURSE.” DA’30%310.

“IGNORANCE wi 11 not increase the HUMILITY 
or- SPIRITUALITY of any professedfollower 
of-Chri st. THE- TRUTHS.of;the divine Word 
can best be appreciated by an INTELLECT UAL 
Christian.” FCE 45. ; <

May 28,1916.

“CONFESSION OF FAITH” Dr. E .J,Waggoner. 
$[.20 plus postage. (Mrs.) Louise Deder- 
en, -Curator - Heritage Room, James White 
Library. ANDREWS UNIVERSITY, Berrien 
Springs,; Meh. 49104. ;:f:

When Christ told the “GOD ONLY11 .Jews 
that He and the Father were “ONE” - 
He did not mean by that to do as Satan 
did - go from a demand of “EQUALITY” to 
SUPERIORITY. And have no need of God at 
all! It is the same with the same people 
that want the Bible “ALONEJ” Or perhaps 
the Nev/ Testament “ALONE J”■ So they turn 
-their back on GOD^ on the HOLY SPIRIT 
that calls PROPHETS and SPIRIT. OF PRO-

1
Part and, Parcel of the Plan of Salva-

... tion. Given for our Edification.
“To the LAW (of God.) and to the TESTI
MONY (of Christ); if they speak not 
according to this Word, it is because 
there is- NO LIGHT in them.” The LAW 
and the GOSPEL are BLENDED, even if 
RDB does.not think so. See p.5,6 of

In the kingdom of Heaven there is no 
such thing as “SOLELY.” There 1 are Wheels 
within 'Wheels. There is a> Court. There 
are 4 and 20 Elders. There are 4 Beasts. 
There are Thousands, upon Thousands of 
Angels. Covering Cherubim, Recording 
Angels, Guardian Angels, Slaughtering

1, 4 Angels,:7 Ajigels, 3 Angels, 
holding.WINDS,-pouring out PLAGUES, 
.giving the LAST MESSAGE* Which goes 
forth with no Christ in Sight. He is 
PLEADING before the THRONE. Some One 
is in .Authority ABOVE Him. WAGGONER did 
not Understand nor. appreciate the import 
of this Scene in Heaven as is evidenced 
by the last and most complete ABOMINA
TION that was found on his Desk the day 
he was cut down - SUDDENLY. 1

Angels

R&H. Nov.22, 1956. NO SEALING? NO SIN AGAINST 
THE HOLY GHOST? NO CLOSE OF PROBATION?
“God never forsakes us.” p.IO. Fredrick Lee,

R&H. July 4, 1968. KD&A. stood with Censors 
in their hands, to the very Last. Judas 
sought Repemtance. with many Tears. The 
Ceremonial rounds of the Jewish Temple 
actually INCREASED after they Crucified 
their Saviour. So will it be when the Door 
of Probation is Closed. They shall go from 
“Sea (Australian Sea) to Sea (American Sea) 
seeking the Lord - they shall not find Him.” 
GC 615The “ALL-NIGHT” or .“ALL-DAY” prayers, 
of Eli Jah Ts B.aal-Priests did not save them*

Yet FAGAL of “FAITH FOR TODAY”,and RICHARDS 
of the “VOICELESS PROPHECY” have taught for 
20 years that if you, have an INTEREST in 
RELIGION - you have NOT-PAxSSED-THE-BOUNDARY

AN INTELLECTUAL Christian will not go and 
tell the Dumb World, with Pork and Beer in ......“LIVING CHANNELS OF LIGHT” SOP TRACT.

R&H. May 27, 1890. : 7"'

While the' MAXWELLS. Jangle'away with 
what all will happen when his Adventist 
“CHRIST” cores to set up that R&H 
“KINGDOM11 (R&H.; Vol,148. No.17.1970 
‘‘FRIENDSHIP ISSUE” p.6-8* “Jesus Re- 

' ’ • * ■' 1 - * 4 .... 4 . . . . A ‘.T -J ' ’ . - <

8-(276) not RLE AD I EG before the THRONE, but SOLO CHRISTO 
coming AFTER all Probation is CLOSED - AFTER 
the Seven Last Plagues, AFTER the Great Earth- Allah. 
quL. c , AFTER all the Buildings have CRUMBLED 
to RUIN, with Mountain Chains sinking, with 
Islands carrying.their living freight into 
the Deep, AFTER the “VOICE OF GOD”, AFTER 
the Death-Decree Hour, AFTER they turn on 
each other and SLAY the PREACHERS who taught 
what the Adventists now Teach and approve 
via the General Conference, R&H, Telecast 
Programmes...c



Of course all this is as transparent as a 
Hula Dancer trying to find “COMMON GROUND11 
and “BUILD BRIDGES11 to the beliefs of other 
Churches. SDA MINISTRY. p.I9. Feb. 1973. 
Otherwise they could not fulfill GC 444-5.

TRIPPING OVER HIS GLIB TONGUE: 
“...Adventists know how to pray to their 
God, the 'SAB® God that is worshipped in 
OTHER CHURCHES.” p.I4* R&H. Dec.2,1965. FDN.

HELL-SUNDAY-BAAL-WORSHIP-BEAST-TJORSHIP-IM/iGE 
WORSHIP- “It’s all the SAB® - it’s in the 
GAME!" English-Shakespearian Fatalism.

“The people of the World are worshipping 
F/iLSE GODS. They are to be turned from 
their FALSE WORSHIP.” COL 299.

“...and who HAVE the Faith of Jesus.” 
TM 39. RH A3:77.

THE DUB® DOGS.
The Dumb Dogs are not too overly Bright. 
They write in the R&H about “WOLVES” - 
featured on the front page - Jan.8,1970. 
But this was CANRIGHT - and what did 
CANRIGHT want to do? He wanted to make 
a more POPULAR MOVEMENT by JOINING with 
the WOLF-PACK! As did BALLANGER. As did 
FROOM. As did BRINSMEAD. Teaching “IN 
COMMON” with them in the Name of the 
“LATTER RAIN!”

“The Churches of the World are being 
DRUGGED with the OPIATES of ERROR.” 
Magen & Spaulding. 436.

“BEWARE of false Prophets, which come 
to you in Sheep’s clothing, but inwardly 
they are ravening WOLVES.” He exhorts 
us not to be deceived when FALSE SHEP
HERDS present their Doctrines. These 
men tell us that the COMBUNDB®NTS of 
God were done away at the death of Christ. 
Shall we believe them, these men who 
CLAIM TO BE SANCTIFIED, while they re
fuse to OBEY God?” Ev.597-8.

QUESTION:
Is it necessary, in writing to Seventh- 
day Adventists •* to REBEC ND them that 
SATAN denied the LAW could be kept?

”... JOIN with Him in making this NEW WORLD 
ORDER... Jesus will REMAKE this EARTH...the 
BETTER WORLD..,.Christ’s BETTER WORLD... 
The RETURN of Jesus — what a DAY to look 
forward to! (Emphasis mine throughout these 
Papers.)...Christ’s BETTER WORLD.. .He wants 
to walk with you all the way into the BETTER 
WORLD He will soon SET UP.” p.6-8.
You and You and You - You liked that so 
much, said NOTHING against it (that would 
be a Mortal Sin - wouldn’t it? To question 
the INFALLIBILITY!) So they gave you the 
full Bottle - the MAXWELL BOOK! Plus the 
darkned pages in the HMSR Book! “And My 
people LOVE to have it so - and what will 
ye do in the End thereof?”

9-(276) turns to This Earth.” What a head
line that will make! (it will? Newspapers 
printed AS USUAL after the PLAGUES, after 
the “VOICE OF GOD” - after the MIGHTY EARTH
QUAKE? Adventist - you NEED that MAYVJFT.T, 
“CHRIST” to come and Heal the “WILDLY INSANE!”)

THE WOLF PACK.
“Kings and Rulers and Governors have 
placed upon themselves the Brand of 
ANTICHRIST, and are represented as the 
DRAGON who goes to make WAR with the 
) Saints - with those who KEEP the Com

mandments of God (that is not RDB - he 
says you CANNOT keep them. That is why 
he is so Popular among the Wolf-Pack.)

TO COUNTERACT that - look up: T8:I97. T4: 
81,493. TI:282,345. SG 1:73. EW 188. GC 
492,536,463,533-4. Sg 2:300. T9:65,£3I.
SG 1:190. T3:237,213,72,571. SM 2:68.A3:432.

FROOBA—NICHOLS-ANDERSON - the 3 W English
men who do not want to SEPARATE from any
thing as revealed in Rev. 18 - so vie there
fore “...hold in high esteem the Christian 
men and women IN OTHER COMMUNIONS who are ‘ 
engaged-in WINNING SOULS TO CHRIST’” Well, 
Bully for you! p.626. “QUESTIONABLE DOC
TRINES.” .1957.

Besides which, are not the “Teachings of 
Scripture” - are not “MOST are beliefs 
COWON to MOST Christian groups.” p.II. 
R&H. May 23, 1968. F.D.Y.

“While they TALK of the LOVE of Jesus, 
their LOVE is not deep enough to lead 
to OBEDIENCE... It proves that their 
’FAITH’ is not GENUINE. Yet this Class, 
though entitled to NOTHING... boldly 
claim ALL His blessings... they speak 
of their ’LOVE’ for God. But God does 
not recognize their ’LOVE”; for it is 
a DELUSION of the Enemy.” Ev.597.



.EW k123-,66.

filled the. DEMANDS OF THE LAW. in Jesus 
.Christ...’’Christ died. for our sins,”
”Ye are bought with a pride,”. ”Christ

THE LAW: , . ■■
Law and Gospel combined. GW 161-2. 
Perfect whole. COL 128. TH 94.
Basis of CONTROVERSY in Heaven. PP 69. 
Breach in, not repaired by False Shepherds. 
They call it a ’’CURSE to man.11, .Eft .123,66, 
Disregard of by CAIN. PP 78. . . . 3
by popular,Churches* T4:13-4*- . - 
by World. PK 185,624-5. AA 506. T5:6O1. 
everybody will be TESTED by. DA 763 • 
FOUNDATION of all enduring REFORM. T7:139. 
of God’s Government. GC 66,493. SC 27-8.

fied with that Kind of ’’TRUTH” - then you 
would be delighted in the PAPACY, for that 
much Truth is found there, also. As in the 
Writings of R .D .Brinsmead/. ...

set aside by JEWISH Leaders. COL 278,292. 
by religious Leaders today. GC 465-6,584-5. 
STANDARD of Character. GC 482. COL 283,314. 
of RIGHTEOUSNESS. TM 448. ..
Nations unite to make void. END. T5:524.
Enmity of DRAGON toward. T8:117

fulfilled by LOVE. DA 311,497-505,606-8.
to be a Blessing. DA 288.
HATED by Satan’s agents. T3:57I.
hedge about God’s people, GT 454*
OBEDIENCE to, evidence of CONVERSION.COL 313 
FRUIT of FAITH. DA 126. T7:175.,
OPPOSERS of,.betrayers of-.Christ* GC 263.

PP63.

’’...and, they therefore struggle on in 
their FRUITLESS endeavour... GOD DOES

■ NOT EXPECT US to enter into the Judg
ment to present our measure of SANCTI
FICATION. to satisfy the demands of in
finite Holiness. He has GIVEN us the 
RIGHTEOUS® SS. of Christ... It has no 
defect, no stain, no guilt. It meets 
every claim of the LAW'...

-« •' * - • * ‘ • • - - . '■ •••

- . “How many are endeavoring to enter the 
marriage by LIVING up to ALL the Stan
dards .of : .the M7.’ Christ is:ROBBED of

* » * > ’ •* * • .. • w *. • f *

10-(276) How is it then - that Adventists 
by the THOUSAND can read the'Writings of the 
so-ca’lled, 
to see; <
of Devils embodied throughout? Is it because 
of the DOUBLE-TALK in between? Like, the 
Preachers that teach ’’HELL-TORMENT” forever 
in ETERNAL MISERY - and also at the same . 
time quote : ’’The Wages of sin is DEATH J” 
“The Soul that sinneth - it shall DlBj” 
Do we then jump for Joy that we heard the

self-styled “AWAKENING” and FAIL &   
or say anything about~the Doctrines hath redeemed us from the CURSE of the 

1 LAW,” are pure gospel. LAW says, ”D0”;
■ gospel says, “DO®LAW kills... 
(As in the Battle in 1888 - this Child 
does not know the DIFFERENCE between 

. Ceremonial LAK and Moral LAW. His Mama 
never done, told him.) RDB.

“TRUTH” from that Preacher?2lf you are3 satis* nye are not under the LAW, but under 
GRACE.” Rom.6:14,,. To.be under the LAW 
means to be under the OLD COVENANT... 
There is NO SALVATION under such a COVE
NANT, for there is NONE among the fallen 
race who can, in himself, meet the claims 
of God’s LAW... GOD.. DOES NOT HELP ANY 
MAN fulfill the conditions of His COVE
NANT... NEVER]... Christ..'* promises to 
meet every demand of the LAW. on man’s 
behalf... the believer is NEVER called 
upon to satisfy the demands of Cod’s- 
LAW... NEVER(Emphasis mine.), p.28,32-3. - 
PRESENT TRUTH. Oct.23,1971. RDB.
WHAT THE COR ROGERITES ENJOY - ALSO THE 
PREACHERS OF BABYLON: (More RDB:) 

. ... . .... “We live ip the hour of Qod.’s judgment,
founded on LOVE-._PP_3Q5_._DA224,29-30. SC 21., The LAW demands of us a perfect CHARACTER, 

as perfect as God is perfect. There are 
sincere souls who... IMAGINE that they 
must either DEVELOP the ultimate in 
CHARACTER p?rfection BEFORE the ■.judgme nt 
OR BE LOST... BUT WORST ‘ OFr ALL f they'' 
realize with dreadful alarm that the 

■ JUDGMENT is right upon them... 
sacred as God Himself. PP 63. r
Satan’s warfare against, PP 331-42.PA 178,311. o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-p-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-6-0-0 

(The above is from “TIDINGS OF GREAT 
JOY” - printed some 10 years ago or' 
more -". the constant.. Theme, of this, crisis 

r creator and’doom’s day Dramatist.,). * 
0-0-0-o-0-0-p-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-o-p tP—0-0

ENMITY OF BRINSJVEAD & ASSOCIATES:
“Christ...rendered to the LAW of God an ■ • 
OBEDIENCE... He did it ."because we were UN
ABLE to do it.... He has LIBERATED us...
God’s work OUTSIDE of us...(man’s sinful, 
corrupt NATURE) remains in him after he is 
converted, and remains throughout his life 
until he DIES.” p.4,6. AUSTRALIAN FORUM.
Topic No. 1. “Penteco stall sm.”
“GOSPEL is the good news that God-has ful-



the same opinion still.) RDB.

o

THE SDA DRIFT :
“Dr. Edward Heppenstall(this is what .you 
get, this is the price you were bound to 
pay - for HIRING and ADMIRING such men with 
their BABYLONISH DEGREES a yard; long .’.Now 
the entire Denomination has swung into this 
Line’ MAXWELL- FTW - RDB - CLEVELAND -• :

“He said that the Awakening expectation 
was wrong because God’s people would not 
experience a condition of sinlessness 
PRIOR to the Second Coming of Christ. 
To us, this appeared to be emptying the 
JUDGIiENT of much of its meaning for the 
living Saints..,. .We said: Only a SINLESS 
man could live without Christ’s media
tion (in the Time of Trouble).,... (See 
SPA 1:344 especially. RDB.) This appeared 
to be our most powerful argument.

“This NATURE is wicked and always will 
be WICKED. It remains EVIL when the be
liever is CONVERTED, and is just as EVIL 
at the END of his Christian pilgrimage 
as at the BEGINNING.“ p.4,5,10,11,14. 
A REVIEW OF THE AWAKENING MESSAGE - 
MAY 1972. Part I. Robert D. Brinsmead.
0«>0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O-O-O—0—0—o 
(is it necessary to quote any more to 
open the Eyes of the Blind? To See what 
is being taught? Where it came from? 
KNOW THIS ADVENTIST! Here is the PROOF 
for just WHY the GREAT. SILENCE in SDA 
Circles about the AWAKENING TEACHING - 
as did HOUTEFF - they obtained their 
“LIGHT” from the Church!
O-o-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-6-O-O-O-O-O-O-O

“Dr. Edward Heppenstall was the first to 
clearly and decisively take a NEW TACK.. 
(“NEW TACK!” This “TACK”' is as Old as the 
Devil! This is BEAST - BABYLON - A .IMAGE!)

“It will come as a surprise to some, 
and quite a shock to others, that I now 
state in the plainest possible language: 
Dr. Heppenstall was CORRECT on this POINT 
... no one less than GOD HIMSELF could 
FULFILL THE LAW on a vertical level... 
OBEDIENCE, LOVE and HOLY LIVING are 
never counted for RIGHTEOUSNESS, but 
Faith ALONE... The idea that we could 
ever stand in the sight of God by an 
infilling of the SPIRIT, or LOVE, or 
OBEDIENCE, is Roman DARKNESS. It is the 
Doctrine of ANTICHRIST...

- ■ f' ■_

q.q—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—OrO—0—0—0—0 
(You see? These men FEEL their way through 

PUBLIC OPINION, like UNFEELING COMPUTERS 
logging STATISTICS and Preaching what YOU 
WANT! Therefore YOU and YOU and YOU are 
GUILTY by your SILENCE, by your paying your 
TITHE (TITHE is your VOTE’) on the WRONG 
Side. “Ye have ROBBED Me, even this whole 
(denomi-) NATION!” So what DRIFT did the 

DEAD FISA take as they , we nt DOWN- STREAM?).
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—OrO—O—0—0—0—0—0—0

When such a foul-mouthed Laodicean Ad-" 
ventist like this, graduate from.the 
SDA Seminary - begins calling us fhe 
“ANTICHRIST” - p.II. “DITHER ON” - p. 
39. “THEIR OWN FOGGY IDEAS” - p.43. 

FAGAL) “PICKY, SUBTLE DISTINCTIONS” - p.48. J 
’It is Time, in the language of LUTHER., 
to “Hit him on the Snout!” Or let the? 
” NO-LAW.” Dog return to his own Vomit 
again - in the “LANGUAGE” of your 
Bible! The Lord will ”...spread DUNG 
upon your Faces, even the DUID of your 
solemn Feasts.” Malachi 2:3 •

II-(276) His glory!” TIDINGS OF GREAT JOY. 
Re-printed in PRESENT TRUTH. Dec.25,. 1971. 
PoI3o (I read that Blasphemy before, years 
ago <> and I thought he had Smartened up en
ough to let it Float in Limbo. But I see 
that once deceived - always deceived. Is of

MORE RDB: ’
“Perfect obedience can OILY be obtained BY 
FAITH... (Oh! How the Babylonians will LOVE 
this RELEASE from the Binding claims of 
God and His LAW! Until EW 66,282.. GC 656.) 
(What else can we expect from this Sly SDA?) 
”... Christ’s imputed RIGHTEOUSNESS, and 
NOT by the reception of imparted RIGHTEOUS
NESS or our KEEPING of the LAW,” p.2l. . 
PRESENT TRUTH. Dec.25, 1971. RDB.

MORE LAWLESSNESS: (More RDB.:) 
“Herein lay the paradox of Awakening teach
ing. To some it was dangerous because it 
was anti-perfectionistic. To others it was 
dangerous because it was perfectionistic. 
For the FIRST FEW YEARS, most of those who 
opposed the Awakening did so because they 
contended for perfectionism WITHIN proba- . 
tionary time. They CHIDED US for POSTPONING 
this perfectionism to an eschatological 
EVENT. But... their arguments did not fare 
too well.



12-(276) DID YOU NOTICE how EVIL he wants 
his "NATURE" to remain? So that HEPRENSTALL 
and MAKWELL and CLEVELAND aid FAG AL can wipe 
the “NATURE” clean - when Christ comes!

o—o—o-o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o—o—o 
(As long as they were OUTSIDE - we could 

WATCH them, call them all the NAMES we 
like - but once they come INSIDE, then 
they are “BRETHREN IN CHRIST!” and we 
are not to “ACCUSE” any such “BRETHREN11 
even tho* there is NO-CHANGE! For who 
CARES about a “CHANGE” - ? That “CHANGE” 
will come when Christ comes! So says 
BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM! And so ECHQS our 
ROBERT BEGUILE BRINSMEADj This was the 
Master-Plan for “MISSION !72” as they 
went to ILL the “AWAKENERS” on a special 
SABBATH - inviting them BACK! And those 
that RIFUSE to come Back - the AUTUMN 
COUNCIL VOTED to take Action against 
them by LAW! The LAW of COPYRIGHTS! As 
the spirit of ROMANISM in the DARK AGES 
they want the Vi ord of God CHAINED to 
their Pulpits and interpreted by their 
Priests! That is the BEAST and that is 
the IMAGE. Listen to this;)
O-O—O—O—O—O—O—O -0-0-0-0-0-0 —0—0—0—0—0^0

BRINSMEADS "CONFESSIONAL” - May - 1972. 
WRIGHT’S "CONFESSIONAL” - March - 1972. 
“...we still retain the fleshly NATURE and 
will do so right thru until the advent of 
Christ... This fleshly NATURE has its own 
character and this character is SINFUL... 
and therefore in our flesh are all the un
holy POSSIBILITIES IMAGINABLE...” p.I7-20. 
“THE -MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS* - 
March, 1972. FTW.

Did you read how RDB valiantly FOUGHT the 
SDA HEPPENSTALL idea for YEARS and YEARS 
and YEARS?. Why did he GIVE UP in May, 1972? 
What “DEALS” were made? How many pieces of 
SILVER? $£00,000.oo to FINANCE the RDB 
Programme of going to these other Churches?

NEIL C .WILSON in a Series of 3 R&H arti
cles ending with Jan.27,1972 - calling 
all the OFFSHOOTS back into the Holy City 
ready for the “LOUD CRY” BATTLE against ‘ 
the “Romans” - calling BACK the DURSTS, 
the HIEBERTS, the FTW’s and the RDB’s - 
“There are TENS OF THOUSANDS... who once 
worshipped rath us, but who have fallen 
into sin.., MISSION ’72 must reach out 
to them, must invite them to COPE BACK. 
Would we be ready to accept them if they 
should come back? Would we accept them, 
JUST-AS-THEY-ARE, and in KINDNESS and 
COMPASSION help them to grow? Or would 
we be WATCHING them to DETECT every MIS
TAKE and make the most of every wrong 
act?...

"NATURE” is only another word for CHARACTER. 
NO CHARACTER CHANGE TILL CHRIST COPES - ???

We warned you 10 Years ago - that BRINSMEAD 
was the LEADER of the FOOLISH VIRGINS! For 
they do in fact SEEK OIL ("That OIL... It 
represents CHARACTER.” TM 234. MB 134.)

Do the FOOLISH VIRGINS seek “OIL” (Character) 
in the TOO LATE Hour? Do they OBTAIN it? 
Is it not the whole intent and purpose of 
the 10 Virgin Parable to teach the utter 
HOPELESSNESS of seeking “OIL"(Character) 
in the "JUDGMENT" - let alone the Coming 
of Christ!

“The REFORMATION (GC 464-73) that God 
calls for - the replacement of impatience 
with TENDER COURTESY... A GREAT INFLOW 
OF KINDNESS... COMPASSION... UNITY AND

And while we are asking Questions - HOW IS 
IT that RDB ’s Side-Kick - FTW did EXACTLY 
the same, as RDB - also went over to the SDA 
HEPFENSTALL idea - gave up his FIGHT of 
over 12 Years - “NATURE” in a FLASH! But 
now what - ???????????????????????????????

THE GREAT CONTROVERSY’in Heaven, moved 
to the Garden of Eden, and now coming to 
a GREAT and FINAL CLIMAX as the World 
aligns itself with the Seventh-day Advent
ist Church preparing the Way for the 
"IMAGE TO THE BEAST” by JOINING with the 
BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELICALS in “KEY ’73!" 
RDB doing his part as he goes through 
his Clowning Act in these Churches, the 
“BILLY GRAHAM” of Adventosia!

“...which come to you in Sheep’s clothing, 
but INWARDLY they are RAVENING (Foaming at 
the mouth) WOLVES." Ev.597-8. (Do they not 
ADMIT it? Are they not PROUD of it? Do they 
not BOAST that this is their Condition? I 
for one BELIEVE them! I believe they are 
JUST-WH/J-THEY-CLAIM-TO-BE.1 Full of CORRUP
TION in LIFE and DOCTRINE’ And do not Plan 
to be anything else! “FAITH” - ? What FAITH 
in God’s POWER do they have? They DENY THE 
POWER alod lead SILLY WOMEN astray!)



MIRIAM WOOD does the same. p.6.

But they will be out-voted by FROOM,

NEAL C .WILSON - calling for “REFORMATION** 
by compromise of Doctrine - and dares to 
use a Testimony that called for “harmony 
and union among men of varied DISPOSITIONS** 
NOT DOCTRINE! NEVER! R&H Jan.27,I972.p.7.

THE MW ENGLISHMEN.
THE MAXWELL BOOK lays the Foundation 
for this:

“Fallen angels upon earth form con
federations with EVIL MEN, In this age 
ANTICHRIST will appear as the true Christ, 
and THEN the LAW of God will be fully 
made VOID in the nations of our World...
0-.0-0—o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o—o-o-o-o—o—o—o—o—o 
(Keep things in perspective. Let others
jangle about “CALE ND AR-CHANGE”, another 

Old Laodicean Tradition that has been 
around and Moth-Eaten since the 1930’s. 
Now being revived by the Church in order 
to take our eyes away from the REAL 100^ 
DANGER as sounded in 1889 and the DUMB 
DOG LEADERSHIP were SILENT against the 
REAL WOLF-PACK - the “NATIONAL REFORM 
MOVEMENT** - now the NCC &WCC. T5:7I2.)

(Send Cl.00 and ask for 2 copies of 
32 page NCC Packet and 32 page WCC Pack-

GRAHAMS - NEW EVANGELICALS - friends 
of FROOM. CHRISTIAN BEACON, PO Box 190, 
Collingswood, N.J. 08108.)

(Why ask for 2? Well, don’t you want 
one to enlighten another Brother? Have 
you no burden for SOULS? Remember - 
electric Current that does not pass 
through a Motor - BURNS out its INSIDES! 
Remember - the LIGHT is the only place 
of Safety - Dumb Dogs that depart from 
the LIGHT to favor the WOLF-PACK will 
find themselves TURNED ON AS IN OLD JER
USALEM’ Watch for Statements to prove 
THAT! When what RDB is now doing - will 
not sound all that Grand! Especially 
not when EW 85-91,99,101,104,107,119, 
120,123-5,282. GC 656. - comes around. 
When it will be a SHAME to be KNOWN as 
a Seventh-day Adventist! When you will 
Wish that you could PROVE - that YOU 
ARE NOT! That you never rubbed shoulders 
with the NEW EVANGELICALS that set pp 
the IMAGE! In “KEY '73A" GC 444-5.)

“GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM?1 Rev.18.

KENNETH H.WOOD sees the Danger of this 
LIBERAL VIEW* as all the Doctrines go 
down the Drain - and he makes a master
ful C/LL-TO-A-HALT-AND-A-REVIEW in R&H. 
March 15, 1973. p.2.

0-0-0—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—0—0—O—O—0 
(Yes - they sure did - didn’t they? All the 
PHARISEES and SADDUCEES’ and; all the OLD 
CHURCH LOVERS all got together and forgot 
their THEOLOGICAL DIFFERENCES - ??????????)

(Or was this talking about BELIEVERS in 
CHRIST alone coming together to FACE-THE- 
WRATH-OF.-THE-OLD-CHURCH and forget their 
petty, personal DIFFERENCES? How the sly 
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERPENT can BEGUILE you if 
you are not on Guard - and do not care en
ough about your Soul to LOOK-UP-WHAT-HE- 
QUOTES to get the Setting! Just COTE-BACK 
to the Old Church and FORGET your Religion! 
Accept his!)

(Well, the Jews tried that! Under Barabbas 
the Rangatang (Brinsmead), who believed in 
Victory for Old Jerusalem, they gathered 
all into the Holy City ready for their “LOUD 
CRY!’* The Elevation of the Jew! The Sabbath- 
Keeper would come into his own! So the Proph
esies declared, or so the Jew read them. 
’’JERUSALEM is a representation of what THE 
CHURCH will be if it refuses to walk in the 
LIGHT that God has given.” T8:67,133-4,250.)

(And so the Jews gathered. But the ’’LOVE” 
an! the ’’UNITY” according to human Planning, 
did not materialize! Jew slew Jew. The streets et exposing the REDS - BLACKS - BILLY 
were slippery with the Blood of Jew slaying 
Jew - BEFORE the Romans battered down the 
Walls! "The SLAUGHTER WITHIN was even more 
dreadful than the spectacle from without... 
The number of the SLAIN exceeded that of 
the SLAYERS. The Legionaries had to clamber 
over heaps of the dead...” GC 35.)

(LOVE *- ??? There is going to be “LOVE” 
in the Ranks of these discordant Elements 
of Rangatang “REFORM” giving up their own 
Religion - to be in Harmony with MAXWELL! 
When God LEAVES them to their Deceptions, 
(AFTER one Last Warning in which YOU could 
take Part and Win a Crown or two!) then we 
will see how much “LOVE” and “UNITY” there 
will be as THE CHURCHES to whom RDB now 
goes - will TURN ON HIM.’) 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o

13-(276) LOVE... (Yes! Even using the TESTI
MONIES!) “Putting away all differences, all 
desire for the supremacy, they can©close 
together in Christian FELLOWSHIP.” - AA 37.



:c

When RDB wrote that “REVELATION” thing after 
listening to the ’’ELDER WEST” Tape - did you 
notice how he went over DANIEL 9 with a Hop, 
Skip, and a Jump?
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

that Red-Black?, p. 13. As the General 
Conference Offices close in Honor of 
the fallen ’’Hero.” p.I9. And the Pac
ific Union Conference and R.R.Bietz

. add their bit.p.23.

Marvelous! 66 Radio Stations feature 
SDA Christmas programmes and their 
Choirs UNITE with Catholics, Presby
terians, interracial exchange. Rev.IS. 

R&H..May 9,1968. Too bad the Catholics

Perhaps sore people, Adventists especi
ally - should read some CONFESSIONAL 
RECORDS.“MARTIN LUTHER KING EXPOSED.”

, 6 for 5'0#.. And while you are at it -

“Fallen angels form confederations with 
evil men. In this age ANTICHRIST will 
appear as the true Christ, and THEN the 
LAW of God will be fully made VOID... 
the apostate Churches UNITE.” TM 62. 
(To find what is MISSING on that page- 
turn to RH 43:82-88. BABYLON.’) See how 
they mixed up this Testimony. TM 19-23 
belongs AFTER TM 62J The Devil sure 
tried to cover his Tracks. ”... their 
works are- not- the wwrks of God.”TM 76.
0-0.-0-Q-0-0-0 -o-o -o-o-o-o-o-o -o-o-o-o

“Let. the Watchmen now lift ^up their voice 
and give the Message which is PRESENT TRUTH 
for this Time. Let us show the people WHERE 
WE ARE in prophetic History.” T5»*7l6.

Ever see the Picture of Adventists 
UNITING with WCC & NCC Confederacy of 
Evil SWORN to bring in SUNDAY LAWS.’

RAH. Oct.29,1964. WCC & Polish Aidventiits. 
Unite with SDA. Choir. p.I5. Catholics 
pray for Billy Graham. p,24. So do 
Adventists. B .B .Beach. Religious News.

R&H. Jan.28,1965. What’s the difference? 
“CHARACTER” is not necessary anywayJ 
We are judged by our “COMMITMEIZT” - 
not by our CHARACTER! p.I3. RFC.

North Pacific Union Gleaner. April 10, 
1967. This is not the only April 
Fool Special in which ADVENTISTS & 
CATHOLICS unite to Fool the Heathen 
with used Xmass Cards! Look at the 
hang-dog expression on the SDA faces! 
p.8.(They refuse to send me their 
“GLEANER” any more for fear of what 
I may “GLEAN”»from it!)

get “THE MOST SENSATIONAL DOCUMENT EVER” 
also from the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.50^. 
CHRISTIAN NATIONALIST CRUSADE, Gerald 
L.K.Smith. PO Bx 27895, Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90027/.

14-(276) (You sure have your Laodicean head 
on Backwards if you can approve “KEY ’73 
or uhc Adventist contribution with that 
MIXFEEL MAXWELL BOOK or the RDB dropping 
of his own Religion to: “GET-WITH-ITJ” To 
get some Glory, as the Jews in Old Jerusalem 
and the main reason JUDAS and the CHURCH 
joined together to get Rid of Him and His 
“Kingdom” WITHIN. RDB does not like anything 
“WITHIN” in the face of 100 Testimonies that 
speak of “WITHIN” *. as did Christ. But the 
JEW.and the APOSTATE - wants it WITHOUT.’ 
Christ is in Heaven - the Larz is in Heaven - 
He can KEEP it there! That is the Doctrine 
of SDA HEPPENSTALL - SDA MARTER - SDA RDB.) 

(in T5:7I2-7I7 - the Adventists sinned 
because they HESITATED - DELAYED - and did 
“NOTHING!” Now they are doing SOMETHING - 
they have JOINED it! GC 608, T5:463. This 
will be our TEST! T5:80-2,I£6,2lI-2. Did 
you say something, about “DUMB DOGS” - ? 
T5-2II. “DUMB” - very “DUMB” Dogs say “PEACE 
& SAFETY” - in the Sealing Time. Their Reward 
for this - “ALL PERISH TOGETHER!” ' 
T5-7I5. “Peace & Safety!” was when Adventists 
DID NOTHING against the WCC -NCC of that 
Time-, with the SAME aspirations. SUNDAY LAW! 
When the Adventists came to the WCC Alliance, 
they met at the Door the Roster of the SUNDAY 
BLUE LAWS, with Billy Babylon Graham’s name 
on it! These Flighty Princes of Babylon are 
now plying that Laodicean Snip with Drink. 
“BY FAITH /DONE!” “NO SEALING.’” “NO 1,000 

. YEARS DESOLATION!” “NO CHARACTER BUILDING
. “NO LAW CAN BE KEPT!” “NO EFFORT WILL AVAIL!” R&Hr Jan.I8,I968. Wonderful! Wonderful! 

“THE CURSE OF LEGALISM!” “LET US KEEP SUNDAY 
ON EASTER!” “OR CHRISTMASS!” “LET US UNITE.’” 
All according to Rev. 18.)

(Soon they will take that Laodicean Snip 
into the Back-Room. See it in EZEKIEL 5-6- 
7-8-9-22-23-24*28-33-34-35-36. And then when do not know that they are SAVED! We 
you go into DANIEL, perhaps you will under- will have.to teach them. p,7. C.Mer- 
stand DANIEL a little better.) vyn Maxwell. Martin Lucifer King -
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o • does the R&H tell the Truth about

What “FOUL LANGUAGE!” is in your Bible!
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o



$300,000.oo spent by RODALE in his lone one- 
man Fight to print HEALTH TRUTHS.
$300,000.oo spent by McINTIRE in his lone 
one-man Fight to RADIO FREEDOM.
$300,000.oo spent by BILLY HARGIS in his lone 
one-man Fight for RELIGIOUS LIBERTY. Finally 
the Adventist saw the Light and jumps in 
to help him *• when the Jew and the Catholic 
are there also. WATCH-DOGS act ALONE - 
WOLVES act only in a PACK. Very brave when 
the PACK is behind them.

This, of course - gives us new Light 
on the Formation of the. IMAGE and the 
Stone hits it when ROMANISM and ADVENT
ISM is welded a bit more. Even tho* 
they shall not cleave.

THE R&H PACK.
R&H. May 16,1968. The deadly wound is Healed.* 

Catholic Priests recommend “THE BIBLE 
STORY.” p.5. C, Mervyn Maxwell.

R&H. May 30,1968. ’’RELIGIOUS LIBERTY” Heg- 
stad receives souvenir Medal from Pope. 
p.16. SDA-RC Study Commission.

R&H. Aug.8,1968. WCC “Faith & Order” Commis
sion, Catholics &c Adventists side by side. 
Like sealing 1,000 to EAR - this is also 
done as ’’CONSCIENTIOUS C00IERAT0RS.”p.32. 
Battle Creek becomes glorified Nut House. 
Lots of money to be made in those lines 
now-a-days. p,I9. This is one place that 
Maxwell’s SDA “Christ” can come to “HEAL” 
the “WILDLY INSANE” with a “TOUCH.”

The “MAGEN & SPAULDING” collection is 
worth the price for the Testimony on 
p.I,2. “...the MOTHER was‘not the DAUGH
TERS, but separate and distinct from 
them. SHE-HAS-HAD-HER-DAY, and it is 
past, and her daughters, the Protest
ant sects, were the next to come on 
the Stage and act out the same mind 
that the mother had when she persecu
ted the Saints...

“AMERICA, and especially BATTLE CREEK, 
where the greatest LIGHT from heaven 
has been shining upon the people, can 
become the place of greatest peril and 
DARKNESS.” SPECIAL TM 122. 1894. (Jones 
and Waggoner sure did their bit with 
Kellogg to make it just that. Today it 
is more than being Repeated.)

By courtesy of Alvin C. Bain, RFD #2, Han
cock, Maryland. 21750 - “AN OPEN LETTER TO 
BILLY GRAHAM” Nev/ Christian Vanguard Church, 
PO Bx 3247, Hollywood, Calif. 90028.
Magazine #13. Sept. 1972. Also #16. Dec.I972. 
(Another $E.oo gone. How many $’s have we 
wasted on that DEAD LIFELESS R&H - ?)

The poor dead Adventist finally woke up after 
BILLY HARGIS spent $300,000.oo in a Fight 
for Religious Liberty. “CHRISTIAN CRUSADE 
WEEKLY” April I, 1973. $2.oo per year. Ask 
for this number to find the name - “SDA”. 
And these people know more about the “ANTI
CHRIST” than any Adventist that goes by 
MAXWELL J Mark all of p.IO, (The very opposite 
of Chapter 10 of the dumb Adventist Book. 
By which they are going to Evangelize the 
World with their “Last Message,” I believe 
it is.)

THE KINGDOM OF GOD WITHIN. 
“This is the Kingdom of God WITHIN YOU. 
Day by day men are revealing whether 
the Kingdom of God is WITHIN them... 

OR ANTICHRIST
“All that have refused to be taught of 
God, hold the traditions of men.(GC 
Policy.) They at last pass over on the 
side of the Enemy, against God, and 
are written, “ANTICHRIST.“... Those 
who will not practice the lessons of 
Christ... find in ANTI CHRIST the center 
of their UNION. While the TWO PARTIES 
stand in collision, the Lord will ap* 4 ;■ 
pear.” SPECIAL TM 312.

WE ARE THE CLAY.
(The WHITE TRUSTEES refuse to release 
the rest of this Testimony:) 
“We have come to a time when God’s 
sacred work is represented by the feet 
of the IMAGE in which the IRON is MIXED 
with miry CLAY. The mingling of Church 
craft and State craft(State Funds and 

VA-LLU) is represented by the IRON and 
the CLAY. They have invested their 
strength in politics, and have united 
with the Papacy.” (Extracts from MSS
April 22, 1899.) p.58. “ARE SDA DOING 
GOD’S WILL?” Elder Brisbin. (Now out 
of Print.) (Who has $500.oo to have 
it Reprinted?)

l5-(276) And while you are writing for 
Titerature that will NEVER appear in the

<.D SDA. R&H - who prefer the WCC Slogan 
o± ’’SALVATION TODAY” - as the WCC dialogues 
with Buddists. CHRISTIAN BEACON, Jan.25, 
1973• (Why not send these people an extra 
;,I.oo for some Sample Magazines?)



H

P.6.SHR.

READ what RDB thinks is so POWERFUL 
about JONES - the last Chapters. Did you 
ever read any Crazier Clap-Trap in all 
your Life? Just like the Maxwell Book, 
WORSE than any Red-Hot Lunatic “HOLY 
ROLLER*1 ever was! The Churches of Baby
lon, as it says in Ezekiel - have not 
fallen THAT LOW*

That is WAGGONER. That is JONES. That 
is RDB. That is FTW. That is MAXWELL.

“SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a LIFE
TIKE.“ SKA 1:317.

«... it is stating a falsehood to say, 
“I AM SAVED.” SKA 1:315.

Then when you KNOW how LOW these Books 
can go - Errors that you should be able 
to Detect from a Mile away - then go back 
and re-read the Lullabye part, and read 
it OBJECTIVELY this Time - and slowly 
it will dawn on you what this Fellow is 
trying to put across. It is the Doctrine 
of BABYLON - it is: “I AM SAVED!”

Just like WAGGONER, just like the LAST 
thing he wrote, just like the IAAXWELL 
Book, just like the JONES 1905 Book, 
Just like the BRINSMEAD “Eternal Purpose” 
- if you let yourself go, drop your Guard< 
they have you in their Spell.

“And the BEAST was taken, and WITH him the 
FALSE PROPHET that wrought MIRACLES before 
him...These BOTH were cast ALIVE into the 
Lake of Fire burning with brimstone.“Rev. 19.

“I AM SAVED!11... No sanctified tongue 
will be found uttering these words till 
Christ shall come... never DARE to say, 
“I AM SAVED.“ SM 1:314. 1890.

R&H. Mar.7,1968. Prayer in other Churches. 
Catholics burn candles for sick SDAcp.I9. 
E.L.Minchin. Shame on Canada! Ontario. 
Cleveland and Catholics get together. 
Also Presbyterians. Also Episcopalians. 
Also Methodists. Also Baptists. Columbia 
Union. Constance Karr. PR Sect, p.20-1.
Getting all set for Lenten Season.

R&H. Aug.22,1968. WCC - SDA & CATHOLICITY. 
p.2,3,I7. We share the council’s desire 
to see Christ’s prayer answered, “That 
they all may be ONE“ (John I7:2l).“ 
(Emphasis mine.) p.I8. KHW.(This is, of 
course, the Message of Rev. 18.)

R&H. Aug.29,1968. WCC-SDA. p.7-9. KHW.
YAHWEH CULTS DESTROYED by Prophets of God! 
Hezekiah and Joshua “DESTROYED THEM is 
known.from the Biblical records as well 
as from archeological evidences.”

This was the basis of the “HOLY FLESH” 
Doctrine, where they imagined they had 
the “very Life” or “Nature of ADAM be
fore the Fall.” SM 2:31*. Ev.595.

If they had any idea of the exalted 
Chracter of God or Christ - they would 
“... recoil with HORROR from their PRE- 
SUM&JOUS ideas." SM 2:32. I90l.

It is the Religion of the Self-satisfied 
PHARISEE. “The attributes of the CHARAC
TER of Christ can be imparted to those 
only who DISTRUST THEMSELVES.” TM 259.

HEADING1 FOR A FALL.
“They had MINGLED with these Idolaters, 
UNITING with them in pleasure and in 
worship, until they seemed to be ONE

R&H. Nov.7,1968. WCC-SDA-RC- p.I3-4. KHW. 
R&H. Jan.23,1969. RC-SDA. p.22. Fagal.
R&H. July 3,1969. “Brotherhood of ALL men,” 

(Since when?) Since Rev.18?p.10. Nixon.
All-Black SDA Conferences, p.20.

R&H. Mar.13,1969. Govt. aid. p.9. KHW. 
“EQUAL RIGHTS of others” Autumn Council 
vote. p.I0.(How about Reformers?) Advent
ists of Canada try again to see if God 
will hear them if the SDA “ELIJAH” bows 
down with, the Baal-Priests! “Hear us, 0 

.. Baal!” p.21. Pearl Browning.
R&H. May 22,1969.“All men brothers!Getting 

kind of monotonous, playing on this one . . 
Stringo p06. Neal C. Wilson. Catholics 
and SDA Books! p.I9. What is WRONG with 
those SDA MAXWELL hO'OKS that the BEAST 
approves them? This is the Trick of Satan 
to keep the Truth from the people.

16-(276) SDA DRAGON. T4:246.
caw that the nominal church and nominal 

-entists, (SDA & Awakening) like Judas, 
"d betray us to the Catholics to obtain 

i influence to come against the truth. 
Hie saints'will then be an obscure people, 
? i t tie-known-to-the-Catholics•••.The Catho
lics will give their power to the IMAGE of 
the Beast. And the Protestants will work as 
their mother worked before them to destroy 
the Saints. But BEFORE their Decree bring 
or bear fruit, the Saints will be delivered 
by the Voice of God.” MAGEN & SPAULDING.I,2.



Shorn of their Power, poor Blind Laodicea- W* UMV4.1 * Xiavuxwtt,
grinding at the Philistine “I AM SAVED” mill.

’•Thou HATEST all workers of Iniquity, Thou 
shalt DESTROY them that speak LEASING: 
(Webster: LIES.) the Lord will ABHOR the 

Bloody and Deceitful man.” Ps.5:5,6.

I wonder how much a man would have to be 
paid to SEAR his Conscience like that? This 
kind of a ’god' would be found by Maxwell 
in the deepest recesses of the Asylum - 
“WILDLY INSANE!”

“God is ANGRY with the Wicked EVERY DAY.” 
Ps.7:II. and 500 morel Poor, Blind Laodi
cea nJ No one had enough Sense to keep that

that MAXWELL Book - the ULTIMATE of SENSE
LESS MEALY-MOUTHED LOVE-SLOBBER I

I

SELFLESS OR SENSELESS?
“A selfless person is one whose concern 
is not for a moment in regard to himself 
and what will happen to him.” p.II.
Nov. 1971. FTW,

R&H. May 29,1969. Federal Aid to Schools. 
SDA Teacher committed Adultery. Law would 
not permit dropping this Teacher. p.I4. 
Intercourse between SDA and RC helps. 
p.15-6. Especially on EASTER, the day 
of FERTILITY, p.20. Dorcas Day.

R&H. Oct.30,1969. “To begin with we see a 
Cod who loves ALL PERSONS infinitely, 
REGARDLESS OF THEIR ATTITUDE TOWARDS HIM. 
This is a God who LEVER stops seeking 
rebellious and unthankful men.” p.7. 
James J.Londis.

“In Thee, 0 Lord, do I put my trust;
let me never be ASHAMED... Pull me out 

of the Net that they have laid privily 
for me: for thou art my Strength...
I have HATED them that regard LYING VANI
TIES.” Ps.31:l,4,6.

Well, Sir - words- fail me. How ANYOIE 
could listen to that kind of Garbage 
and not get Hydrophobia is beyond me. 
Just another Australian Jack-Ass braying 
in the California Breeze. In a few days 
I am to face a Law-suit brought on by 
one of these that has: “NOT THE LEAST 
CONCERN how we are treated I”(if the 
Coven of Witches do not get a Knife in 
between your ribs first. What am I talk
ing about? About a Coven of Witches who 
wanted Hoehn to help them get rid of 
their Husbands - this is the Kind who 
’’HAVE NOT THE LEAST CONCERN'” Tell it 
to the Marines! “The SOW that was washed 
returned to her wallowing in the Mire.” 
One of them Rooked her own Husband for 

all ready to advise
HOW-IT-IS-DONEJ We shall see.)

17-(276) with them in spirit and interest. 
THEN these professed WIELDS1 of Israel be
came their BITTEREST ENEMIES, aid sought by 
every means to accomplish their DESTRUCTION. 
...in the end it will be found that these 
(other Churches to which they now go) pro
fessed ^FRIENDS'! are the MOST DANGEROUS OF 
FOES.” PP 559.

”We need not try to throw the blame upon 
somebody else; we ourselves provide all the 
evil that can possibly injure us.” E. J .WAG
GONER. (The Father of Insanity.) July-Aug./66.

ALMOST AS CRAZY AS THIS:
”Are you finding that you can love ALL men 
in spite of what they do to you..,.??????? 
So let us have it forever settled in our 
minds that it is not a matter OF THE LEAST 
CONCERN TO US how we are treated.” p.7,9. 
“THE MESSENGER OF LIVING RIGHTEOUSNESS” 
APRIL FOOL SPECIAL, 1968. (4 years after 
he predicted the END of SDA Probation. A 
“REFORMATION from BAD to WORSE.”) FTW.

R&H. Dec.4,1969. More SDA Books in more 
RC Libraries, I wonder why? p.22.

R&H. Jan.28,I97I. More MIXING with other 
ChurchesL “INTERFAITH” services.

R&H. Feb.18,1971. Papa Pope shakes hands 
with SDA P.C.Banaag, Philippines.p.20, 

OUT of the R&H, So you got what_you deserved, r&h, April 8,1971. Another APRIL FOOL 
SPECIAL! “God never gives up on a 
person.” p.II. Margery Wilson.

R&H. Dec.2,1971. WCC - SDA. p.4. Try to 
formulate a “COMMON statement of Faith1! 
I suppose they will get there yet. 
Sure trying.

R&H. Feb.3,1972. "Jesus People” - "Jesus 
Movement” - hippie society. Respond 
to the ”Holy Spirit,” p.I8, HED.
LLU-VA. Another “UNITY!” scored.p.19.

R&H. July 27,1972. Catholics join “Key 
,73.” Something ought to come of 
this. p.3.

R&H. Aug.24,1972.Catholics & WCC. p.3.
R&H. Oct.26,1972.Catholics & Jesus Freaks, 

Teeny-Boppers, Jesus Christ Superstar. 
Pentecostals. Evangelicals. “KEY '73•“ 
p.II. TAD.



i

"IT WILL BE OILY A STEP TO THE RESORT 
TO FORCE....»(Same.)

"Step into the HOLY PLACE...SANCTIFICATION.. 
BY FAITH - this is the Message of the HOLY ’ 
PLACE." • ■ • . .

FORCE.
"When ’BRETHREN1 manifest the spirit of 
the DRAGON, to make WAR upon those who 
believe that God has communicated LIGHT 
and CO^'FORT to them through the TESTI- 
MONIES, it is time for the Brethren Sc 
Sisters to assert their LIBERTY and per
fect FREEDOM of Conscience."- T4:246.

• 15:462. TI:34I. B7:61.

THE SA® AS RDB - "A DOCTRINAL ANALYSIS". 
SENT OUT FOR "MASS-DISTRIBUTION" - NOW. FIN
ALLY MADE THE GENERAL CONFERENCE IN SESSION. 
"The Court...The Door...JUSTIFICATION BY 
FAITH - this is the Message of the COURT."

That was followed by:
R&H. Feb.15,1973. VOLCANO forces SDA to 

evacuate, 50 plus Pastor. p.24.
R&H. April 12,1973. VOLCANO - ICELAND.

The number of SDA is 68. p.I7.

18-(276) R&H. Nov.16,1972. BLACK leads NCC. 
BLACK leads WCC. BLACK leads SDA. All 
ready for "MISSION *73!" "KEY ’731" p.I0.

R&H. Dec.21,1972. BLACKS by the. Acre. p.I5, 
17. Should get th.e "POWER»« in 19731 "We . 
dare not wait another Year." Neal C.Wilson. 
p.24* "A Year of Crisis." So it is.

R&H.Oct.9,1969* WCC - SDA, p.6,7,8,11,30. 
R&H.April 2,1970. 1,000 SDA dead. Nigeria. 
R&H.Mar. 21,1968. SDA Camp Grounds. Major 

Disaster. Arizona, p.28. One a few years 
back in Oregon, I wonder why? Because of 
"PROJECT WHITECOAT?" p.32.

R&H. Oct.26,1967. RDB should read this how 
LUTHER found "FAITH ALONE:!" by putting 
it IN the Bible J p.7. Daniel Walther.

R&H. June 19,1970. PERUVIAN EARTHQUAKE. SDA 
Church and most Members wiped out.(See 
also R&H. April 12,1973 .p.20.) One zone, 

R&H. Same one. General Conference Bulletin, 
In the QUESTIONABLE DOCTRIiE BOOK they 
avowed, as E. J .Waggoner avowed in his. 
last "CONFESSIONAL" - that they obtained 
"NOTHING" from Christ’s Ministry before 
the Throne, (The Theme of the Andreasen 
Letters.) Now they go one Step furfther, 
EARTHQUAKE or NO EARTH QUAKE - the entire 
General Conference heard and Approved 
(Did anyone DISAPPROVE to .this Date? Or 
dare we not "find Fault" with the Holy 
See in Washington,- DC?) p.9,10. LESLIE 
HARDINGE - was he the Father of the RDB 
- FTW "AWAKENING" Doctrine?

• R&H. July 2,1964. ARTHUR L .WHITE began
a Series of Articles to Chain the -

• Testimonies to the SDA Pulpit. And
the Attack against "INDEPENDENT PUB
LICATIONS."' ’•

R&H. Jan,6,1966. EDITOR ’S MAIL & WINO- 
BAG avows we do not "DICTATE" to 
anyone what they should or should 
not Write ©r Believe J Oh,* my! Dear, 
No! P.2,3. FDN.

"THESE TI®S" Jan.1966. Does your "OR* 
‘GANIZED RELIGION" restrict the flow

- of Truth? "NO, A THOUSAND- TIMES NO’"
► Frank B .Holbrook. p.21. That is not 

the purpose of "COPYRIGHTS!". .
-R&H. Dec.14,1967. "ACTIONS OF THE 1967

■ ■ < .AUTUMN COUNCIL" -’"INDIVIDUALS" -
•• • ’• ......

APRIL FOOL. ' ■
SDA.MINISTRY. April, 1973. £6.75 a year.
600 a copy. Since this is AIRIL FOOL 
time - we have a two-page Spread, if 
anyone doubted that "®SSI0N T73" was 
tied in with BILLY GRAHAM and his "KEY 
’73" - here is the PROOF POSITIVE’ SDA 

working hand-in-hand with BILLY GRAHAM 
and "Protestant Council in Nev/ York." 
Billy Graham’s official recognition of 
Seventh-day Adventifets as "EVANGELICALS!" 
What a Day of Victory! The Laodicean 
Snip finally made it! p.24-5. 18:250'.

"So APOSTASY in THE CHURCH will prepare 
the way for the IMAGE to the BEAST •.. 
EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE...(Doctrines) held 
by them IN COMMON.-..the State...to sus
tain their Institutions, then Protestant

• America will have formed an IMAGE..." 
GC 444-5.

"Pass into the inmost Shrine. The Door again 
is Christ. THE HOLIEST...ONE DAY WE W ILL 
SHARE IT with our Lord. GLORIFICATION by. 
Grace - this is the Message of the place 
MOST HOLY." “ - - ‘ -

"GLORIFICATION" as everyone ought to know, 
comes at the "VOICE OF GOD." GC 645.But if 
any unbelieving Laodicean doubts what he ' 
meant, he makes it abundantly clear: 
"And WHEN the High Priest MOVES into the 
HOLIEST He will CARRY you there ." (The RDB- 
FTW Doctrine.)'p.9., 10, R&H. June 19,1970. 
Leslie Hardinge’ - GC Session.



’’The wicked plotteth against the just, 
and gnasheth upon him with his teeth. 
The Lord shall laugh at him: for He see- 
th that his day is coming...

“The 1'JNGLINj of Churchcraft and Statecraft 
is' represented by the IRON and the CLAY. 
This UNION is weakening all the Power of 
the Churches.” SDA-BC Dan.2:43. p.H68. 
R&H. Feb.13,1969. p.I5. James U.Osborn.

THE VAULT DRIBBLE.
Again we call for some Adventist that 
has -^00,000.00 to begin Court-ZiCtion 
to have those Vaults opened up to see 
what has been going on in there, and 
instead of them framing or dribbling 
“MSS’s” and “HIDDEN TESTIMONIES” when 
it suits them - OPEN THEM UP’

OPEN THEM UP’
Let the Haman experience be repeated as 
Sr. White said it would be, and they 
hung on their own Yardarm] For this is 
“A PASSAGE THAT WILL NOT BE SILENCED!” 
PK 187.

THIS PAPER.
Give it a second thought, read this
Paper again - and notice:
(1) Who is a Wolf?
(2) Who is joining the Pack?
(3) Proof positive what they are doing.
(4) Threatening with LZiJf *• but giving 

up God’s LAW!

MINGLING,
R&H. Jan.27,1972. Laodicean Snip gives Govt. 

Bouquet of “Forget-me-nots” - ^00,000.00 
to .<500,000.00 gift of 15 acres for LLU- 
VA Church-State Union-Complex. p.I3,20.

MINGLING.
Calling back “AWZ*KENERS” “...just as they
ARE" - Neal. C.Wilson, p.7. (Same.) 

MINGLING. ’
R&H. Dec.7,1972. Church has “NEW POLICY” 

for accepting "GOVERNMENT ZJD” - Neal C. 
Wilson. p.I8.

For the Truth about the “ZZJRE” Cover-up, 
payment of 100,000 Zaires(New Congo currency) 
By the SDA Snip to purchase her own Dowery 
for the Wedding with the GCZ - the United 
Protestant Churches of Zaire.(Black Babylon.) 
Since TITHE is for TRUTH - send some TITHE 
to ELDER Wm. Grotheer, PO Bx 237, Florence, 
Miss. 39073. Ask for “ZAIRE” Papers.

IN THE DARK.
If the Zidventist Church is not in the Dark, 
then there is no truth whatsoever to the 
10 Virgin Parable which declares the Church 
is in the Dark! And “LIGHT” - the glorious 
“LIGHT" of the Angel of Rev.' 18 is in that 
“PROCESSION” found in COL 406(416.) “THE 
DARKEST HOUR” just before the New Light.

To tie the Knot on the above “UNIONS” and 
"CONFEDERACIES” and "ALLIANCES” and "SAIGON 
ARM HOSPITALS" and all -(R&H. Mar.8,1973- 
together with "MISSION ’73” and Euro-African 
"Black Emphasis Week" - "ZZJRE" - “Every
thing is being MOBILIZED to begin the ATTACK 
in March." p.17,21.) The date set by “KEY * 
’73!’’ Brother Babbling Graham firing the 
starting Gun for the Wolf-Pack.’

THE LAODICEAN DRAGON.
To keep us in the Dark - the Laodicean 
Dragon again breathes its Threats and 
Fire, AUTUMN COUNCIL - 1972. “...CURTAIL 
...INDEPENDENT LITERATURE” and whatever 
else they deem that "CANNOT EE ALLOWED!” 
R&H. Dec.7,I972< p.19,21-2. COPYRIGHTS!

THE CONTEST.
“They abhorred NOT the sins which had 
brought them under the chastening rod, 
but HATED the faithful Prophet, God’s 
instrument to DENOUNCE their sins and 
calamity...Elijah.® T3:277.(Notice this 
is to "THE LAODICEAN CHURCH." )

(Already, as I write this Paper, the 
Court-Case has been, set back a month. 
So that these Papers can be put out 
while the Dead bury their Dead. Not all 
goes as the Adventist plans it. And his 
biggest Waterloo & Dunkirk will be just 
as he holds up his “V” for “Victory!” 
Imagine this Gang-up with the Wolf-Pack 
being a “Victory!" Anyone who Z/ttacks 
us at this time is Aiding and Abetting 
the Enemy, and deserves the 7 Plagues.)

19-(276) “INFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, which 
CANNOT BE ALLOWED.” p.23. R.R.FRAME.

"The wicked have drawn out the sword, 
and have bent their bow... Their sword 
shall enter into their own heart, and 
their bows shall be broken.”Ps.37:12-20. 
(This promise opened up to me July 5, 
1970 also Nov.2, 1970.)
0-O-0-0-0-0-0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o



20-(276) THE CONTEST.
’’The CONTEST’ is between the Commandments of 
God and the commandments of men.” T5:8I.

Vie are not Worthy - but what a glorious 
privilege is ours to take our Stand now 
for God and His Triith as it is in Jesus# 
Let us make Sure that our Tithes and 
Offerings go .on the right Side in these 
closing Days. How merciful God is that 
He now gives usibne last Opportunity to 
Repent that we were so Blind we did not 
see through these COUNTERFEITS long,long 
ago. 12 years ago! Let us now Redeem the 
Time for the Days are Evil.

We tried to make this 18 pages but it 
ran away, and I am glad it did. But to 
keep Postage within limits - we dare 
not.put in even ONE more page, not even 
a FLYER. So WRITE for a full Mailing if 
you receive only this one Paper# Ask 
for a Packet.

“If they speak not according to the LAW 
and the TESTIMONY - it is because there 
is NO LIGHT in them?1

No wonder the HORONITES, the PHILISTIIES, 
the MO^ITES, the BAAL-PRIESTS, and the 
JEZEBELS swing their Doors open for 
these LAWLESS ADVENTISTS!

Even more ABOMINABLE than the AWAKENING 
Doctrines, believe it or not - is that 
MAXWELL Book. It is the LIMIT of all 
Doctrines of Devils there ever was# 
Calling on us to look for a > “BEING’1 from 
“OUTER SPACE” to appear# Which he will. 
Will you be one who deceives your Soul 
and the Soul of your Neighbor by paying 
God’s TITHE to that OMEGA of all APOSTA
SY? “Give not that which is Holy - to 
the DOGS!” “For without are DOGS...and 
whosoever LOVETH and MAKETH a LIE!”

; “Go ye OUT, to meet Hijnl” 
“Come APART and be ye SEPARATE!”

ABOMINATION?
“We think that by some KEEPING of the LAW - 
...and other- services and REFORMS« we will 
satisfy the demands of the LAW. Eut-it-is- 
all-anr ABOMINATION to God because it comes 
from a wicked heart of UNBELIEF. for the 
debt has already been paid and we are FREE 
(to go and Sin some more?) in Christ...Let 
us then hear His cry, “It is FINISHED!” 
Michael D:aMarsh. Printed by RDB.p,I4* PRESENT 
TRUTH# July-August 1972.

(if greater ABOMINATIONS than that are 
or will be ever Printed- I would like to 
know where, or when? It is Time for PHINEHAS 
and his JAVELIN! Run them through!)

BRINSMEAD AND ASSOCIATES.
“Though we CANNOT perfectly and fully satis
fy the claims and demands of the LAW###

yet Christ’s complete OBEDIENCE is IMPUTED 
to us and stands us COMPLETE and without 
FAULT before God...

"Let the searching eye of a holy and 
jealous God turn it every way, view it from 
every side, and He will not find the least 
flaw’ or defect in it. Let Him thoroughly 
weigh it and examine it, and it will ever 
appear PURE and PERFECT, containing in it 
ALL that is necessary for our Atonement...

"Faith...Faith...Faith...One such act of 
FAITH pleases Him MORE than if we should 
toil ALL OUR LIVES at the task of OBEDIENCE 
to fully satisfy all the demands of the LAW. 
• • • 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o-o-o—o-o-o—o—o—o—o 

WORSHIP OF THE BEAST.
The “God” that these people believe in must 
be some kind of a dumb, ignorant, blind 
Beast, coiled in his own lethargy, it pleases 
him MORE if you DO NOT OBEY! FTW - the Side- 
Kick of RDB - says it is a “SIN” to “TRYJ" 
My! That “GOD” of theifs must sure like it 
LOW. SLIMEY. and BASE! As are all who Fall 
for that Kind of a Doctrine. Which is not 
found in any Bible nor in any Testimony, 

“Professing^ themselves to be WISE, they 
became FOOLS. And changed the Glory of the 
uncorruptible God into an IMAGE made like 
CORRUPTIBLE man, and to BIRDS, and fourfooted 
BEASTS, and CREEPING THINGS... Who changed 
the TRUTH of God into a LIE, and worshipped 
and served the CREATURE more than the CREA
TOR, who is blessed Forever. Amen.“Romans Is 
o-o-o-o-o-o—o—o—p—o—o—o-o-o—o—o-o-o—o—o—o—o

“Their mouths will be closed while the 
PLAGUES are falling, and the great LAW
GIVER is requiring JUSTICE of those who 
have had His Holy LAW in derision and 
have called it “A CURSE TO MAN,” “MISER
ABLE,” and “RICKETY.” When such feel 
the IRON GRASP of this LAW taking hold 
of them...(read onJ)

“The LITTLE REMNANT who love God and 
KEEP His commandments and are faithful 
to the end...Get ready, get ready, get 
ready,” “...must have decision NOW- to 
say, Nav. we will NOT regard the insti
tution of the BEAST.“ EW 66-7•


